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 A new report shows how two of the world’s largest alcohol companies are using marketing techniques that are changing the way children are eating and drinking. The report, out last week from the New York-based advocacy group Generation Rescue, examined beer, wine, spirits, and flavored beverages companies and found that such brands are more likely to be marketed toward the young. Sofrito,
for example, bills itself as an “authentic Spanish wine brand.” Some of its bottles are meant to look like old wine jugs; others come in cartoon-like cartoon bottles. And the promotional materials for Sofrito reflect the company’s longstanding association with Spain, with photos of ham-handed Spanish foodies and stereotypical sherry bottles. In 2010, Sofrito sold more than 75 million bottles, according

to a Nielsen report. It’s a similar story for a brand called Captain Morgan. The company’s back of the box depicts a pirate vessel and includes a picture of a foamy moustache, which, it seems, is a must-have for pirates. But Captain Morgan isn’t really from the Caribbean. The company actually produces a number of wines in Mexico. As part of the report, Generation Rescue lists nine steps that
companies could take to market to children responsibly: 1. Emphasize that children should not be drinking and that they should stick to water. 2. Make beverages less appealing than other beverages by making them more expensive. 3. Implement soda-style bottle caps. 4. Provide age-appropriate packaging to limit visual advertising and to make the products less appealing. 5. Include warnings about the
health effects of alcohol in advertisements and marketing. 6. Talk about responsible drinking in public service announcements and other materials. 7. Include a link on their sites to a page on the FDA's website with specific information about serving alcohol responsibly. 8. Offer free tastings to children and school-age kids. 9. Give away toys that teach kids about drinking. The FTC has the authority to

go after companies that use deceptive marketing, but does so rarely. According to David Miller, a professor at the University of Missouri’s business school, the FTC has had an average of 1,200 cases pending since 1976. He calls this a “problem� f3e1b3768c
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